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INDEPENDENT, IMPARTIAL, RELIABLE, EXPERT...



   Turkey is in a very beautiful geographical  
location surrounded by seas on three sides and 
thanks to its industry, trade capacity and talent in 
sports, it has the ability to raise the most advanced 
mariner nation. 
We have to know how to benefit from this  
capacity…
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Our vision

To become the primary preferred classification and certification organization that powered by its own generated 
knowledge and rules as well as expertise.

Our mission

To provide service to make conformity assessment in life, property and environment related fields under direction of 
our principles.

Our principles

1-Independence and Impartiality 
2-Integrity and reliability 
3-Continous improvement 
4-Generation and sharing of knowledge 
5-Customer focused and qualified service 
6-Recognize merit of the employees
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The Management of  Türk Loydu  has committed the following subjects together with its employees:  

Maintaining of independence, impartiality, confidentiality and reliability,
Concerning our services, ensuring the safety of life, property and environment of all shareholders by 
delivering services in accordance with national and international rules and standards,
Complying with “Türk Loydu Code of Ethics”, 
Continual improvement of the effectiveness of systems implemented to meet the requirements of 
the systems and customer needs and expectations, 
All activities performed by Türk Loydu  is carried out by competent and authorized employees, 
All Türk Loydu  employees are trained and professionally qualified as appropriate to their activities.
We  are aware of  our  customer legitimate expectation and    needs  and  gather feedback from 
our  customer, respond to it quickly and efficiently, and use it to improve our work,
We systematically plan our activities,
Conducting the services having occupational health and safety conscious by following the relevant 
developments in a healthy and safe environment, to prevent illness and injury,
Ensuring that the services are uniformly accessible to all customers,
Minimization of pollution by preventing it at the source,
Ensuring the effective usage of the natural sources, 
Consuming the materials which does not have any harmful effect on human life and environment 
for all processes, 
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Both the political and the technological developments occurring during recent 
years affected World Marine Trade as well and it has forced the application of some  
structural changes.  Nevertheless, issues such as the increase in marine investments, 
the development of technology and globalization have upgraded the Marine  
profession to a more complex and expertise requiring status. 

The huge demand for marine industry can be met via an increase in operational  
efficiency, correct orientation of marine investments, academic knowledge, and 
application of technology and experience. An increase in the deregulation and  
industrialization of national economies also leads to an increase in product demands 
and as a result of this, the volume of the international trade carried out via sea  
transportation represents an increasing trend. 

Türk Loydu aims to use its knowledge and experience for the development of  
our national industry. It also aims to monitor the technological developments  
occurring in all industrial areas including space, aeronautical and defense industry, 
transportation and nuclear energy and in various fields of terrestrial industries together 
with our national ship building and repairing industries and seafaring industries. Up 
until today, Türk Loydu has performed thousands of certification jobs in fields such as 
ship classification, pressure vessels, boilers, various products, facilities and staff and 
management systems. Türk Loydu is one of the few foundations that have carried  
national success to the international arena without compromising any national  
values. Via the operations it has performed within the context of Marine  
Industry, Industry and Certification Services, Plan Control and Research Services, Türk 
Loydu proceeds in line with its target of becoming the leading classification and  
certification foundation in the international arena. Türk Loydu Chairman of the Board

Prof. Dr. Tamer Yılmaz
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As we pass the year 2011, the world has witnessed very important developments throughout the world. 

Negative economical adverse events which occurred especially in the USA and EU countries and the political and  
social events in Middle Eastern Countries affected our country and the world deeply. Alongside with the last three years,  
especially 2011 has been a hard year for marine sector. Türk Loydu closed the year 2011 in a pretty good position, despite 
these negative economical adverse events throughout the world. Our profitability which decreased during the last three 
years, showed an increasing propensity and escalated to the level of three years ago, in 2011. 

Türk Loydu, which progressed increasing its property of being independent, objective, safe and expert, kept on growing 
in a fragile economic climate and reached the greatest working potential of its history. That this growth is sustainable is 
very important. Türk Loydu, which maintains its working perception affiliated with ethical values without conceding the 
quality service perception began to receive positive results in 2011 by making big breakthroughs in economical and  
administrative fields. The IACS membership process which will increase the international recognition of Türk Loydu to a 
great extent has gained pace and raised hope towards completing 2012 positively.

Awarding scholarship and educational activities which are among the most important aims of our foundation continued 
during the year 2011. We made our plans in order to redouble our scholarship awards in 2012. 

Türk Loydu went to a great effort in order to transfer its knowledge and technological heritage of 50 years to all of its  
components. In this sense, it completed its substructural works in order for the "Türk Loydu Academy" to be established in 
2012.

While we share the excitement of celebrating the 50th Establishment Anniversary of our National Class Foundation  
"Türk Loydu", we completely believe that Türk Loydu will leave its mark in marine, land and air industries in national and 
international platforms in projects which will produce added value in all fields in which it conducts activity, in 2012. 



General Manager of Türk Loydu
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Salim ÖZPAK

At Türk Loydu, where I began to work in 2004, after working at all levels of the  
administrative system, by September, 2011, I was appointed as the General  
Manager, which has been an honor for me. Türk Loydu maintained its customer 
oriented services in 2011 as well with its authorizations, accreditations and qualified  
personnel by not compromising its principles of impartiality, independency and pri-
vacy.
Important steps have been taken in the efforts regarding the membership of IACS-
lnternational Association of Classification Societies which is one of the strategic  
targets of Türk Loydu.  As a result of the application which was made in 30  
September 2010 within the scope of IACS's membership criteria, the IACS Council 
confirmed the suitability of Türk Loydu to the Classification Society definition which 
is defined in IACS regulations (dated 14 January 2011). After this decision, which 
means that the first step of the IACS membership is achieved, Türk Loydu ensured 
its accordance with Quality Management with the QMSR Quality Management 
System Requirements and it is the aim that the IACS membership application will be 
made during the last quarter of 2012.

Within the scope of the works in which Türk Loydu has created its own resources 
and unique rules and developed the current rules, in 2011, the "Hull Rules,  
Machinery Rules, Classification and Survey Rules" and "Certification of Off-shore 
Wind Turbines Rules" were published and the works regarding creating the Material,  
Welding and Electric Rules are maintained.

The activities of creating rules and development should be supported with in-house 
or exterior laboratory research and academic studies. In order to make a start in 
this respect, a sample project with the subject of "Investigating the Effects of the 
Bracket Details on Boundary Conditions" was formed and with the aim that this 
project is supported with experimental studies, the R&D laboratory was formed 
within Türk Loydu and it was equipped with the necessary equipment.

www.turkloydu.org
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The construction of  Landing Craft Tank (LCT), Submarine Rescue Mother Ship (MOSHIP), Rescue and Towing Ship (RAT-
SHIP) which are constructed in the shipyards in our country on behalf of Turkish Naval Forces continues in the classification 
of Türk Loydu.

In 2011, the classification agreement of  2 LST type Amphibious Ship which will be constructed by Anadolu Deniz inşaat 
Kızakları San. ve Tic. A.Ş was signed and again, the classification offers for the Landing Platform Dock LPD and the "Seismic 
Exploration Ship" which will be constructed on behalf of the General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration 
have been given and we await the results of the Undersecreteriat for Defense Industries. 

Alongside developing the current rules regarding the naval ship classification in the direction of its knowledge  
accumulation and experience that it gained with naval ship projects, in order to follow up the standards which are de-
veloped to prevent marine pollution, Türk Loydu became a member of "Naval Ship Classification Association" (NSCA) 
which was established by seven NATO member classification societies and in 2011, it also became a member of the  
naval equivalent of IMO, International Naval Safety Association (INSA), of which the current main target is to create a 
Naval Ship Code which is the military adaptation of SOLAS with the contributions of member navies and classification 
societies.

Türk Loydu which is our National Classification Society undertook an important role in defense projects with the support 
of the Undersecreteriat for defense industries and our Naval Forces, with its accumulation of knowledge and awareness 
of responsibility.

Within the frame of the government policy of decreasing the external dependence of our defense industry and  
increasing the local contribution with local and unique projects, as it is also included in the strategic plan of the  
Undersecreteriat for Defense Industries, important steps have been taken in this sense and the National Corvette 
Program of which the short name is MILGEM has been the most important part of these steps and set an example for many  
projects. Türk Loydu takes justified pride in being included in these projects which are held by the Undersecreteriat for 
Defence Industries.

Türk Loydu classified a naval vessel which was constructed abroad for the first time. Within this project 2 Patrol Boats were 
constructed and classified under Türk Loydu supervision.
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Türk Loydu maintained its conformity assessment services 
that it realizes in order to ensure the security of life, property 
and environment, by adding new activities to its current 
activities in the field of industry and system certification in 
2011 as well.
 
With this aim, it was accredited by TÜRKAK in order to  
certify the welders who work in the production of boilers and 
pressure vessel in accordance with ISO 17024 “Conformity 
assessment - General requirements for bodies operating 
certification of persons” standard, according to the ASME 
Sec IX standard and according to the ISO 9606 - 2 stan-
dard to make the certification of all aluminum welders who 
work in the production of all kind of constructions, pressure 
vessels and other productions which are produced from  
aluminum. With these two accreditations which were  
received, the number of certification standards of Türk  
Loydu within ISO 17024 Certification has risen to 10. 
Our aim is to put these accreditations to use in the  
service of the industry and at the same time in the direction 
of the international market demands to follow the needs 
of the industry closely and continue to serve with new  
accreditations.

In addition to the accreditation scope another conformity 
assessment activity is the feed and food hygiene and  
sanitation controls within the scope of ISO 17020 standard 
A Type inspection body. Within this scope, the hygiene and 
sanitation controls of the suppliers which affect the feed 
producers, material and supply producers which come 
into contact with food, catering producers, hotels, cafe 
and restaurants, food wholesalers and retailers, markets, 
water suppliers, food storage and transport companies, 
food additive producers, water products producers and 
the food safety, product quality and customer satisfaction 
performances.

Türk Loydu showed a very successful performance in 2011, 
as a result of the port states' controls of the ships in its fleet. 
According to the Recognized organizations performance 
table which was published by Paris Memorandum in the 
midst of 2011 involving the years 2008-2010, Türk Loydu  
retained its seat of "High Performance" as in the last 5 years. 
In this term, the Paris Memorandum passed to another  
supervision system and with this change, many ships in the 
Türk Loydu fleet were not evaluated as high risk and were  
subject to less audits when compared to previous years.

In this term, the number of the defects which were  
detected in ships which are in Türk Loydu classification 
also dropped and there has been a large decrease in 
the number of ships which were withheld as a result of  
defect. During the afore   said process, our works to strengthen  
our relations with the authorities of port states were main-
tained and business visits were made to many port state  
authorities.

The ship engine production which had been made in T.G.S. 
Pendik Shipyard Engine Factory until 1999 was interrupted 
as Pendik Shipyard was transferred to other institutions 
after the Marmara Earthquake. As a result of the efforts 
of restarting the ship engine production in Turkey, Türkiye  
Lokomotif ve Motor Sanayi A.Ş.(TÜLOMSAŞ), signed an 
agreement regarding the Diesel Engine order to be used 
in Van Lake Ferries, the construction of which continues  
under the classification of Türk Loydu.

The type approval certification process of type TLM 16 V 
185 and 12 V 185 diesel engines which were produced by 
TÜLOMSAŞ were completed with success and it was the first 
diesel ship engine to receive the type approval certificate.

Türk Loydu offers our producers contribution with its  
knowledge and experience. As a result of these works, it 
increased its portfolio by establishing constructive relations 
with both local and foreign producers. 
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Türk Loydu formed the system documentation in  
accordance with ISO 50001:2011 Energy Management 
System standard in order to contribute to the formation 
of sustainable energy management in companies and to  
facilitate the conformity of the firms to the legal  
regulations and began its certification activities in order 
to realize its supervisor and expert trainings. Our aim is to  
ensure that developing and diversifying management stan-
dards are applied to our countries' industry effectively and 
the free circulation of the products in international trade. 

In addition, Türk Loydu aims to provide product quality and 
safety, notably for local producers, with rule books that it 
created for the certification of Wind Turbines in 2008, and 
concluded its preparatory works in 2011. Being accredited 
in accordance with EN45011 Product Certification stan-
dards from TÜRKAK, the application was made and it is 
aimed that the accreditation is received in 2012.

In 2011, with the authorization taken from the Ministry of 
Transportation, Maritime Affairs and Communications, 210 
people attended the 18 trainings which were held within 
the scope of IMDG (International Maritime Dangerous 
Goods Code) regarding general awareness and duties 
for the people who carry, handle and a have part in this  
process. The trainings will continue to be held during 2012 
as well.

Türk Loydu, which maintain its activities by increasing its 
product quality in its specialization areas in parallel with 
its accreditations, within the scope of the production and  
installation control of the steel constructions, which was 
started by Türk Loydu in 2010, the production control of 
Haliç Underground Access Bridge of 936 meters long, Zorlu 

Center Project, which is established in an area of 22.000 
meter square and in which a total of 13.000 tons of steel 
were used, and the production and installation control of 
Fenerbahçe Ülker Arena Sports Complex steel production, 
which was constructed using 1600 tons of steel were also 
realized successfully.

Within the same scope, the control of steel production,  
installation and fire extinction system of TOKİ National Archive 
Centre             which     stared in 2011, EVYAP Port Authority enlargement 
project, TPAO Akçakoca and the periodic controls of 
the Silivri natural gas off-shore platforms are some of our  
references.

The developments regarding the "Civil Aviation Authorties 
Authorized Inspection Firms Directive" of Civil Aviation 
General Directorate, which is still in the state of draft,  
regarding having the inspections in the civil aviation sector 
performed by independent inspection firms are followed 
up closely.  One of our targets is to be involved in this sector. 

I express my gratitude towards all of my colleagues 
who have led our society to the reputable and 
dependable state it has reached today and the  
acquisitions it has gained in national and international  
platforms and who have been involved in this process from 
the day it was establish until today, and I remember those 
who do not exist anymore with fondness and respect. 

With the self-confidence and experience that leaving  
50 years behind gave us, I believe that together we will 
succeed in many more good projects during the coming 
years.



MARINE 
INDUSTRY

Head of Marine Industry Division
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Türk Loydu maintains its works increasingly in 
the direction of its IACS membership and also in  
order to raise the number of Flag States it  
authorizes. In 2012, works in order to expand 
the office network of representation in foreign  
countries was started.

İ. İlker KARPUZ 
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The close cooperation which has been maintained 
with the Turkish Ministry of Transportation, Maritime  
Affairs and Communications was developed even 
more in 2011 and the attendance of auditors of flag 
states and port states to the ISM implementation  and 
auditor training seminars was ensured. The PSC auditors 
who work in Russia's Novorossiysk ports visited Turkey and 
Türk Loydu on 20 September 2011 and were informed 
regarding the activities. Within this frame, attendance 
at the Black Sea Memorandum 2011 Committee  
Meeting that Georgia hosted between 29-31 March 
2011 was ensured and the close relations which were 
established with the Marine Authorities of the countries 
which have borders with Black Sea were maintained 

and the corporate recognition on Türk Loydu in this  
respect was increased.

Within the frame of the activities held in the field of  
international relations, Spain's Barcelona, Castellon,  
Tarragona, Alicante and Valencia port directorates 
were visited between 6 and 9 June 2011 and during 
these visits, the works of Türk Loydu regarding PSC were 
reviewed. Furthermore, attendance at 5 IMO PSC  
Workshops which are organized by IMO between  
14-16 June 2011 and aim to provide experience 
regarding   portstate   application   throughout     the      
world was ensured.

RINAVE Portuguesa RP 66 0 4 0 0/00

High

Hellenic Register of Shipping HRS 688 7 20 7 -0.04
Polski Rejestr Statkow PRS 933 6 26 11 -0.70

Russian Maritime Register of Shipping RMRS 7,072 38 161 122 -1.32
China Classification Society CCS 976 2 27 12 -1.46

Türk Loydu TL 1,654 4 43 23 -1.54
Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (Japan) NKK 7,007 21 160 120 -1.62

Korean Register of Shipping (Korea Rep.of) KRS 880 1 25 10 -1.62
Bureau Veritas (France) BV 14,172 28 311 256 -1.77

Lloyd’ s Register (UK) LR 15,364 29 336 278 -1.78
Germanischer Lloyd GL 17,086 27 372 311 -1.82
Det Norske Veritas DNCV 13,838 21 304 249 -1.82

American Bureau of Shipping (USA) ABS 6,111 4 141 104 -1.91
Registro Italiano Navale RINA 3,329 1 80 53 -1.94
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The ships which are within Türk Loydu fleet showed a 
very successful performance in 2011 in terms of PSC  
audit results. According to the Recognized Societies 
 Performance Table which was published by Paris MoU 
in mid 2011 involving the years 2008-2010, Türk Loydu 
maintained its seat of "High Performance" as in the last 5 
years. The non-programmed survey application, which 
has been applied since 2009 to some ships in which PSC 
performances were evaluated, continued during 2011 
as well. It was ensured with this work that the problems 
 were detected and solved before ships had any  
problems in PSC audis. Furthermore, that non-pro-
grammed surveys were applied during ISM audits train-
ing was maintained and thus evaluation of many ships 
within  the Türk Loydu fleet was made from an PSC  
perspective.

Port State Controls
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As a result of the delegation of authority agreement 
signed with the Republic of Turkey Ministry of  
Transportation, Maritime Affairs and Communica-
tions, the yearly audits that are to be done each 
year were carried out in 2011 between 7-8 March 
and 23-24 June.

   The negotiations made with St. Kitts & Nevis  
Authority were concluded and the delegation of 
authority agreement came into force in 28 April 
2011. With regards the Türk Loydu target of raising 
the flag authorities, negotiations with Cook Island, 
Tuvalu and Moldova Maritime Authorities have 
started and they are expected end within 2012.

In November, a visit was paid to the Greek  
Maritime authority. The General Director Rear Ad-
miral Nikolaos Daskalakis has stated that Greece, 
as a recognized flag state, will show its support in 
Türk Loydu's European union recognition process. 
The developments within 2012 will be followed up.

Bilateral discussions with one of the Greek Port 
State Control Head Office Managers Lieutenant  
Commander Theofilos Mozas and his Personal 
Secretary were conducted and the subjects 
of the problems encountered during the port  
controls of Turkish and Greek vessels which make 
bilateral navigation and what could be done in 
order to solve these problems were discussed. In 
2012, it is foreseen that the positive results of the 
bilateral discussions will be received. 

Relations with Flag States
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Between 1-5 August 2011, in the IACS-QSCS inspection 
conducted by SGS in Class NK's Headquarters in Tokyo, 
participation in observer status was ensured and 
information exchange with the Class NK regarding IACS 
Quality Management System was made. 

Participation in the IACS-QSCS Workshop where 
evaluations regarding the IACS Quality System Certification 
Scheme  and the revisions which will be made to the system 
were discussed and which was held in Pekin by IACS  
Quality Secretariat on 20 October 2011.

In November 2011, a visit was made to the Hellenic  
Register of Shipping Board of Management Chairman 
George Vernicos and the accompanying delegation. In 
the meeting, the subject of how to increase the bilateral 
relations and mutual work load discussed. Furthermore, it 
was stated that a common action within the European  
Union frame programs and R&D projects is possible.  
Development in this respect is expected in 2012. 

Türk Loydu concluded the first stage regarding IACS-
International Association of Classification Societies with  
success and after our application dated 30 September 
2010, it was detected that Türk Loydu met the necessary 
measures completely and the IACS Council's Decision 
stating that "Classification Society Status" was  
confirmed, was sent to our society  with the writing of IACS 
Secretariat dated 14 January 2011.

The participation in the yearly meeting in 24 October 2011 
in Rome of NSCA - Naval Ship Classification Association, 
of which we are a member, was ensured. Türk Loydu also  
attended the INSA - International Naval Safety Assocition's 
meeting which was held in Rome in 25-26 October 2011 as 
an observer.

Within the scope of the relations that are maintained  
within the frame of the current mutual cooperation  
agreement with Russian Maritime Register of Shipping (RS), 
the urgent survey needs of Türk Loydu which categorizes  
the ships in North Black Sea Ports was provided by the  
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping's exclusive surveyors 
on behalf of Türk Loydu during 2011, too.

High level contacts regarding the mutual cooperation 
opportunities with  Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (the Class NK) and 
Korean Register of Shipping (KR) in 2011 was provided and 
positive results were obtained.

Relations with Other Classification Societies
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Newly Constructed Ships which are Classified by Türk Loydu
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In 2011, a total of 26 new and different construction agreements 
were made. Among these, 14 were constructed for civil 
use and 12 for naval use. The civil ships are 3 towing boats,  
1 research ship, 6 Passenger Motors, 1 Dregger, 1 Service 
Boat and 2 Pontoon agreements. In 2011, the certification of 
16 newly constructed  Passenger Ships, 4 Ro Ro Passenger, 1 
Ro Ro Cargo, 3 Towing Boats and 1 Pontoon was also made. 

The classification surveys of 16 New Type Patrol Boats which 
have to be constructed in Dearsan Shipyard on behalf of the 
Undersecretariat for Defense Industries (SSM) was maintained. 
Within this scope, 4 ships were completed and delivered. The 
SATs (Sea Trials) of the 5th ship continue. Furthermore, 3 ships are 
at different construction stages in the sea and 5 ships are on land. 

The construction of 8 LCTs (Landing Craft Tank) continues in 
Anadolu Shipyard. The initial 6 ships were launched at sea and 
are at different constructed stages. The 7th ship of the project 
is ready to be launched, the slide installation of the 8th ship is 
completed. Furthermore, the classification agreement of 2 
LSTs (Landing Ship Tank/Amphibious Landing Ships) of which 
classification services will be given by Türk Loydu was signed and 
construction is expected to start in 2012.

 Again as a result of the SSM bid, with İstanbul shipyard which 
won the bid of 1 MOSHIP (Submarine Rescue Mother Ship) and 
2 KURYED (Rescue and Towing Ship) of which classification 
services will be made by Türk Loydu, classification agreements 
were made in 2011 and their construction is expected to start in 
2012. 

The Damage Control Simulator which is a special project of SSM 
was signed in 2011 and the project works have reached the last 
stage. The project is expected to start in 2012.

2 naval ships which were constructed abroad were delivered. 
Furthermore, an agreement for 6 patrol boats, 1 tank landing 
craft, 10 fast intervention boats and 1 towing boat which will be 
constructed abroad was signed. 
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Activities Regarding Offices, Branches and Representative Agencies Abroad

Various surveys of the ships classed by Türk Loydu
were performed by Türk Loydu’s office in Syria,
“Nejem for Marine Consultancies” and audits
within ISM Code were performed in 2011.

The non-programmed surveys of various ships 
classed by Türk Loydu in Greek ports were made 
by our Greece representative Alpha Marine Servic-
es Ltd. and the non-programmed surveys in Italian 
ports were performed by our Italy representative 
Bassani Adriatico Srl.

In terms of the demands that are received, works
regarding opening a Türk Loydu representative
office in Azerbaijan started and the office is planned
to enter into service in 2012.
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The product and material certifications of the ships that 
are constructed under Türk Loydu's classification control  

have been extended both in Turkey and abroad. The  
certification of products that are provided from abroad 
were made by Türk Loydu surveyors in these countries. Within  
this scope, the ZF gear boxes were certified in Germany,  
Volvo Diesel engines in Sweden, Berg Propulsion drive systems  
in Singapore, GEA Bloksma BV heat exchangers in the  
Netherlands, KUNGS Hydroliks steering gears in Sweden,  
Teignbridge systems in the UK, STROMAG couplings in Germany,  
IBERCISSA Tugger Winches in Spain, ship plates in Ukraine and 
ROTORK actuators were certified in the UK. The necessary  
inspections and tests for the main propulsion machinery  
producer ABC Diesel N.V., DOOSAN Infracore Co. Ltd.Societe  
International Des Moteurs BAUDOUIN were performed and a 
Type Approval Certificate was issued. Type Approval Agree-
ments with SCANIA CV AB , MITSUBISHI Heavy Industries Ltd, 
WARTSILA were signed and certification activities started. 

The certification of Turkish Ford motors which are  
marinized with ARTHOR Güç Sistemleri A.Ş. in small motors in 
Turkey, a Type Approval Certificate for ARTHOR Güç Sistem-
leri A.Ş. was issued. In ship engines, type approval works for 
TÜLOMSAŞ diesel engines which are produced in Turkey 
were performed and a Type Approval Certificate was issued. 

With works in Turkey and abroad, the number of products 
with "Türk Loydu Type Approval" exceeded 200.

Scope expanding was applied to the Recreational 
Craft Directive that we serve as the Notified Body. 
Obtaining autorization in Produced Crafts and Ex-
haust Emissions, we became an notified body for the  
entire scope of the directive.    

The activities of Türk Loydu approved service providers  
in the sector is maintained regularly and the number  
of those who obtained an "Approved Service Provider  
Firm" document from Türk Loydu regarding thickness  
measurement, fire protection systems, underwater  
surveys and communication equipment tests has 
risen to 58. In parallel with the works done with 
IACS, Türk Loydu Approved Thickness Measurement  
firms began to be published in IACS web-page. 

Material, Product, Company Certification
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In 2011, within the scope of SVEP Türk Loydu  
Surveyor Qualification and Training Program, 
Türk Loydu arranged 27 trainings for its personnel.  
The total period of the trainings was 52 days 
and in total 294 man days.

In addition to the trainings that were arranged 
for surveyors, for Republic of Turkey Ministry of 
Transportation, Marine Affairs and Communi-
cations technical personnel, on 18 February 
2011 "MLC, 2006" training was given and on 22-
23 December 2011, trainings of "Construction/ 
Classification of Yacht and Wooden Boats" 
and "Recreational Craft Directive" were given. 

Within the scope of overseas training activities,  
for related marine authorities and Ship Owners/ 
Operators in Abu Dhabi and Athens, trainings  
on "MLC, 2006" were given on 19 January  
2011 and 8 April 2011, respectively. During 
these trainings, Türk Loydu Board of Directors  
Chairman gave the participators a briefing 
regarding Türk Loydu presentation.

In Iran, Bandar Abbas and in Tehran, training  
on "GRP Applications" for composite boat  
producers was given on 14-19 May 2011.
 

SVEP Türk Loydu Surveyor Qualification and Training Program

For Turkish Flag Authority and Turkish Ship 
Owners/Operators, on 6-7 May in İzmir 
Chamber of Shipping and on 17 June 2011, 
İMEAK Chamber of Shipping, seminars with 
the subject "MLC, 2006" were held. 

In the seminar which was held in IMEAK 
Chamber of Shipping, the participators were 
informed on the subject "New Implementa-
tions Regarding ISM Code According to the 
Paris MoU New Inspection Regime".

On 28-30 June 2011, for İstanbul Şehir Hatları 
Turizm ve Ticaret Sanayi A.Ş. a training with 
the subject "ISM Code Auditor" was held.  
Furthermore, on 16 March 2011, we partici-
pa-ted in the seminar with the subject "MLC, 
2006" which was held by ITF in ITU Maritime 
Faculty as a speaker. We participated in the 
"MLC 2006 Agreement Legislation Screening 
in Terms of Ship Inspection and Certification 
Workshop " which was held in Ankara on 5-7  
October as an expert upon the invitation 
received from T.R. Ministry of Transportation, 
Marine Affairs and Communications. 
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Bülent DURAN
Head of Plan Control and 

Research Division

PLAN CONTROL and 
RESEARCH 

The project control of all ships and equipment which
will be classed by Türk Loydu including naval 
ships, the control of legal documents within the
frame of authorizations given by flag states, the
analysis and control of wind turbines and multiple
point mooring systems, the following up and
announcing of national and international rules,
developing and updating Türk Loydu rules activities
are maintained. 
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Our National Society Türk Loydu, continued with its works on the Classification of Naval Ships in 2011, with a the sense of 
responsibility. These works are "MİLGEM" Corvette “HEYBELİADA”, “TUZLA” class New Type Patrol Boats and High-Speed 
Amphibious Ships. 

In way of the needs of the Naval Forces, the plan ap-
provals and equipment certification of a new ship
began after signing the contract with İstanbul Deniz-
cilik Gemi İnşa Sanayi A.Ş. on November 2011 related
a ship which will be used for salvage of damaged/
grounded ships but also for escort on open sea, under-
water repairs and ship wreck salvage, target ship for
torpedos and taking torpedos out of water. The ship
will also be used for saving the personnel of a submarine.

Naval Projects

SSM Submarine Rescue Mother Ship (MOSHIP)

A new contract was signed on November 2011 with İstanbul Denizcilik
Gemi İnşa San. A.Ş. which started plan approvals and equipment certi-
fications related an underwater rescue mother ship which will fulfill the
needs of the Naval Forces regarding personnel rescuing from submarines,
rescuing and towing of damaged/ broke down ships, underwater repairs
and salvage.

SSM Rescue and Towing Ship (RATSHIP)

26
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All produced documents which are based
on high naval ship building standards for
TCG HEYBELİADA, an antisubmarine war-
fare exploration and patrol ship, which was
constructed within the MILGEM Project,
were controlled and classed by Türk Loydu
and all actions within the contract were
completed.
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In terms of the needs of Turkish Naval Forces, regarding the 
amphibious ships which need power transmission to long 
distance, air opportunity and capability, in which people and 
vehicles could take shelter for some time with its wide size, 
and which in peace times could be used for non-combatant 
mission operations such as supporting international peace, 

helping in natural disasters (DAFYAR), humanitarian  
aid, Classification agreement was made with ADİK Shipyard 
on July 2011.  The project works between Türk Loydu and 
the Shipyard continue.

International Naval Safety Association (INSA) Membership

28

LANDING SHIP TANK (LST)

INSA, of which 11 country fleets and 8 classification socie
ties (including Türk Loydu) are members, was established in
2008, in order to form a mutual Naval Ship Code with the
participation of member fleets and classification societies
within NATO. In order to contribute to this new generation
rule set which is formed to apply to SOLAS’s naval ships, at

the beginning of 2011, we applied to INSA for membership.
Türk Loydu’s membership was accepted by the union and
on October 2011, the first participation in the INSA meeting
as an observer was ensured (Other Classification Societies
which are members of INSA: LR, GL, RINA, BV, DNV, HRS and
PRS).
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Damage Control Training Simulator 

Naval Damage Control capability is a critical effect for preserving 
the integrity, stability and manoeuvrability of the vessels. To keep 
the ship floating, moving and fulfilling her mission damage must be 
quickly confined and repaired. 

The system designed by METEKSAN Savunma Sanayii A.Ş. meets 
damage control training requirements of modern naval forces by 
providing a cost effective solution.  The simulator facility is worked 
out to train the ship crew to deal with direct hits, leaks, and different 
types of damages. The system comprised of damage control training 
simulator, and a command and control center. 

The Simulator is aimed to train the personnel with a duty in the sailing 
units both as individuals and also in teams. The basic aim is to develop 
and strengthen their skills and experiences, to evolve damage repair 
intervention methods in various situations.

Finite Element Analysis
 
The simulator has the property of being able to 
roll up to ±15 degrees with full load and without 
any restrictions. The design concept of the 
DCS hull is modelled to determine its real world 
behaviour under various load conditions.
 
The structural strength of the hull of Damage 
Control Training Simulator is being analyzed 
making use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) by 
Türk Loydu. 

Türk Loydu will also certify the hull after the 
completion.

After finishing the strength analysis via finite element models, 
production of the damage defense simulator will start and 
certification will be made by Türk Loydu. Afterwards the simulator will 
be given for the services of the Naval Forces.
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Operational Analysis of
Mobile Floating Platforms

Mobile floating platforms can operate independent from the
effect of the waves by making vertical movements. The
adjustable legs can be lengthened to the sea bed. Thus the
construction can lift itself to height, where the waves can not
reach.

Mobile platforms were used for oil exploration aims for the
first time. Recently, these constructions are used in naval
construction works, installation of tunnel sections etc.

In this sense, the strength of the construction is of
great importance in terms of safety of life and material.
The local strength calculations were made via
direct calculation method (finite elements method).

As the construction is symmetric, according to cir-
cumstance a quarter or half of the construction is
modelled. The calculations are made by determining
the border conditions and loads that affect the
construction in different loading states.

In addition, buckling controls for the critic parts of the
construction are made. As an example for the works, 
the construction analysis and scantling control of a 
30mx14m Jack-Up Barge was done in Azerbaijan in 
2011.
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Hydrogen Fuel Cell Boat 
Certification

As a result of the fact that the fossil fuels have almost been 
extincted and due to the negative effects that occur 
during the consumption of fossil fuel usage, it is necessary 
to expand the usage of alternative energy sources.
Hydrogen fuel cell boats will operate with a hydrogen 
energy system, which is among the alternative energy 
systems.

The certification of fuel cell boats, which convert the 
chemical energy of hydrogen into electrical energy with 
high efficiency and low emission values will be performed 
by Türk Loydu.

In order to determine the security necessities correctly for the hydrogen fuel cells, the technical information regarding 
other hydrogen boats that are produced throughout the world and standards regarding fuel cells were examined. 
Also various correspondences with fuel cell supplier firms and international classification societies were carried out and 
knowledge exchange was made.

As a result of these works, the necessary substructure for the certification of hydrogen fuel cell boats was formed.
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Pressure Analyses of the Ship’s Window
During deck house window sizing, side pressure values were taken as a
base.

As acrylic glass will be used, the physical properties of the glass were
entered into the program and the behavior of the glass on a determined 
pressure was observed.

The permisible glass thickness obtained as a result of the calculations 
made by using finite elements method in computer was notified to the 
firms and over 24 hours Türk Loydu applied a pressure test to the sample 
glass made.

Towing Hook Operability Analyses

Before moving on to the construction phase of a towing hook, it
should be designed in accordance with the necessary standards.
In order to remain within the secure working range, the safe 
working loads on each towing hook (S.W.L) are defined.

Türk Loydu certifies the construction after proving its strength via a
model with loads given. 60 and 80 ton towing hooks of DATA were
certified.

During the towing operations in towing boats, the protection of the 
structural integrity of the towing hook means a secure operation.

Floating Dock Analyses
 
According to Shipyard, and Maintenance Facilities Directive, the 
strength analysis of floating docks are made as an authorized classifi-
cation society by Türk Loydu via finite element method. 
 
In 2011, the stregth analyses of PROTEKSAN Dock were made on a 
computer using the finite elements method and its competence was 
found adequate according to Türk Loydu Rules.



Analyses of Multi-Point
Mooring Systems 

The design and manufacture of multi point 
mooring systems which are used for cargo 
handling are of great importance in terms of 
safety and environment.

The main elements of these systems consist of
buoys, chains, anchors and concrete blocks.
All these elements which do not have any
connection with the sea bed are, designed
according environmental loads in their region.
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The design and affirmation of the design stages could
be summarized as determining the main sizes of the
construction according to the greatest wave in the
area, choosing the construction of the structure,
determining the operation conditions, determining
the greatest loads that will be placed on the
construction and making the strain and deformation
analysis with the finite elements method. Making these
determinations and analyses in accordance with the
general engineering principles and the related rules is
extremely important in terms of preventing accidents
and, accordingly, environmental problems.

The existing system of BP Dörtyol Terminal was certified
by the Türk Loydu before and restoration works 
continue by with the firm’s demand.
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2009 or later

Between 2012 
and 2009
2012 or later

Before 2009

Before 2009

<5000

≥5000

≥5000

1500-5000

<1500 or 5000

According to Res. 
1005(25) postponed D2

D2

D2

D2

D2

D1 or D2

D1 or D2

D1 or D2

All ships shall have to carry an international ballast water management certificate, a ballast water management plan 
and a ballast water record book to comply with convention.

D1: Ballast water exchange standard
D2: Ballast Water Performance Standard which practically requires installation of treatment equipment.

The convention will come into force 12 months after 
ratification by 30 States, representing 35 per cent of 
world merchant shipping tonnage. After the convention 
comes into force ships shall make ballast water exchange 

operations or equip with ap propriate treatment system 
according to the table below. Existing vessels should 
comply with requirements of D2 on first intermediate or 
renewal survey considering the table below. 
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Ballast Water Management Convention

“Newsletter”  and  “IMO Summary Report”

Türk Loydu disseminates important information to  
Maritime Industry as a "Newsletter" and "IMO summary 
report", in English and Turkish by following the national and 
international regulations which ef fect Maritime Industry.
Türk Loydu technical personnel and the experts who are 
supported by Türk Loydu participate to IMO meetings 
regularly and the effects of the regulations to Turkish Maritime 
Industry are shared in regularly conducted meetings. 
In this scope, the MSC and MEPC committees and DE, FP, FSI 
and SLF sub-committees are followed by par ticipation of 
Türk Loydu personnel and the Maritime Industry  is informed 
with summary reports in "IMO summary report" format. 
Furthermore regulations are reminded and technical 
details regarding the regulations are given with 
“Newsletter” format prepared for specific subjects.

In parallel with the development in the world, IMO has been 
developing very strict regulations on subjects re garding 
the environment, in addition the safety  regulations. 
In 2011, as a result of the fact that the number of states 
which are party of the convention has risen, the pro-
cess undertaken for the Ballast Water Management 
Convention to come into effect is now shorter. 
Moreover in 2011 regulations regarding Energy Efficiency 
were added to MARPOL Annex VI as a new chapter. 
For prevention of lifeboat accident, Design control/
inspection/test/certification processes of lifeboat 
release hooks were developed by IMO for all ships. 
The developments which will effect Maritime Industry 
seriously in the near future, are summarized hereunder:
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Energy Efficiency

Regulations related to energy efficiency will  enter  into force 
on 01 January 2013.
An International Energy Efficiency Certificate shall be issued 
to any ship of 400 GT and above before that ship may 
engage in voyages to ports under the jurisdiction of other 
Parties of MARPOL Annex VI to comply with requirements of 
MEPC 203(62). The Certificate shall be drawn up in a form 
corresponding to the model given in Appendix VIII. 
Also according to Regulation 22, each ship of 400 GT and 
above shall keep onboard a ship specific “Ship Energy 
Efficiency Management Plan” (SEEMP). This may form part of 
the ship’s “Safety Management System”. 
The SEEMP shall be complied with guidelines which will be 
developed by the IMO.

MARPOL Annex VI Chapter 4 Regulation 20 and 21

Application: Ships are 400 GT and above not having diesel 
electric, turbine and hybrid propulsion systems; 

− for which the building contract is placed on or after 1 
January 2013; or
− in the absence of a building contract, the keel of which is 
laid or which is at a similar stage of construction on or after 1 
July 2013; or
− the delivery of which is on or after 1 July 2015.
 
According to Regulation 20 the attained EEDI shall be 
calculated in accordance with guidelines developed by 

IMO. The attained EEDI shall be specific to each ship and shall 
be accompanied by the EEDI technical file, which includes 
the information necessary for the calculation of the attained 
EEDI and shows the process of calculation.
 
The attained EEDI shall be verified, based on the EEDI 
technical file, either by the Administration or any recognized 
organization.
 
According to Regulation 21, attained EEDI shall be less than 
required EEDI.
 
Required EEDI = (1-X/100)*Reference line value 

where X, the reduction factor, and the reference line values 
shall be calculated according to the specifications set out in 
the regulation.
 
The Administration may waive application of the Regulations 
20 and 21 for four years to ships entitled to fly its flag by 
informing IMO. 
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Type of the Ship Size

Phase 0
01.01.2013 -
31.12.2014

Phase 1
01.01.2015 -
31.12.2019

Phase 2
01.01.2020 -
31.12.2024

Phase 3 
01.01.2025 or after

Bulk Carrier
   

20000 DWT or over 0 10 20 30

10000 - 20000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-20* 0-30*

Gas Tanker
10000 DWT or over 0 10 20 30
2000 - 10000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-20* 0-30*

Tanker
20000 DWT or over 0 10 20 30
4000 - 20000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-20* 0-30*

Container Ship
15000 DWT or over 0 10 20 30
10000 - 15000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-20* 0-30*

General Cargo 
Ship

15000 DWT or over 0 10 15 30
3000 - 15000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-15* 0-30*

Refrigerated Cargo 
Ship

5000 DWT or over 0 10 15 30
3000 - 5000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-15* 0-30*

Combined Carrier
2000 DWT or over 0 10 20 30
4000 - 20000 DWT No application 0-10* 0-20* 0-30*

Determination of "X" Value

* Reduction factor to be linearly interpolated between the two values dependent upon vessel size. The lower value of the re-
duction factor is to be applied to the smaller ship size.
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Türk Loydu updates and publishes new rules taking into
account the subjects such as the changes in international and 
national rules, standards that are developed, technological 
developments, effectiveness, environmental safety,
occupational health and workers safety.

Classification and Survey Rules, Hull Rules, Machinery Rules
and Guideline for the Certification of the Offshore Wind 
Turbines which were developed by Türk Loydu came into 
effect in 2011.
R&D works were initiated in order to support the rule 
development works.

The related Rule Development Commissions maintain their
works of Material, Welding and Electric Rules within the
scope of quality plans.
 
Presentations and participation in the meetings:

– On 28 February 2011, a presentation was made to 
Malaysia Marine Authority to introduce them the activities 
of Türk Loydu. 

– On behalf of Türk Loydu on 2-3 March 2011 there was
a presentation of the article that was sent to the Second
International Conference On High Speed Marine Vessels
conference that RINA (The Royal Institution of Naval 
Architects) held in Australia.

– At TMMOB which was held on 23-24 December 2011 in
“İzmir Wind Symposium and Exhibition” activity which was
organized by MMO, the “Wind Turbine Certification in 
Turkey” presentation was made in the Local Production of
Wind Turbine Equipment session.

– Participation as a member was ensured at the Naval Ship
Classification Association (NSCA) which was held in Italy-
Rome on 24 October 2011.

– The International Naval Safety Association (INSA) meeting
which was held in Italy - Rome on 25-26 October 2011,
attendance as an observer was ensured.

Türk Loydu Rules



INDUSTRY and   
CERTIFICATION

Ayfer ADIGÜZEL
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Head of Industry and 
Certification Division
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Industry and Certification

In 2011 when the effects of the global crisis which occurred
in 2008 began to fade away, there was a significant 
acceleration occurred in various sectors in our country, 
particularly in energy investments and steel construction 
production.

The steel construction production inspection services that
Türk Loydu has been maintaining for many years with its
expert team, exceeded 20.000 tons/steel in 2011. Some of
the projects that we served in this respect are Zorlu Center,
Haliç underground access bridge, Fenerbahçe Ülker Arena
Sports Complex and TOKİ National Archive Centre. 

Meanwhile, the project approval, production and 
installation third party inspection services of fire and 
electric systems which is of critical importance for 
ensuring life, goods and environment safety in industrial 
premises has been an indispensable control element 
for the investors. Türk Loydu, continued to give service 
in a quite wide range both in industrial premises and 
international hotel chains and residences, metro, tunnel 
etc. public places in the controlling of fire and electric 
systems and certification as an A Type Inspection Body.

In fulfilling the control, production and certification of
storage tanks that are used in storing petrol, diesel oil

etc. fluids in chemistry and petro chemicals industry 
Türk Loydu renders service as an API Inspection Agency 
according to API 650 standard.

As the legislative arrangements of the public authorities 
regarding the investments and usage of renewable energy
resources came into force, investments of wind, sun and
geothermal energy were maintained during 2011 and Türk
Loydu continues to render certification services according
to the rule books that it published based on international
standards regarding the certification of Wind Turbines.

Preparation works in 2011 have been completed being 
accredited according to the EN 45011 standard from 
TÜRKAK in the certification of Wind Turbines, the application 
has been made and it is aimed to obtain accreditation in 
2012. Türk Loydu, with its experience of 50 years in product
certification; maintained its services of pressure vessel, 
boiler, lifting equipment and storage tanks certification by 
increasing them in 2011. Türk Loydu, who added the welder
certification activities to ISO 17024, Conformity assessment-
General requirements for bodies operating certification 
of persons certification accreditation according to ASME 
Section IX and ISO 9606 – 2 standards, certified 2210 welders 
in 2011.

40

Steel Construction Production Controls

Fenerbahçe Ülker Arena Project 

İstanbul The control scope of Fenerbahçe Ülker Arena 
Sports Complex which was built in Ataşehir and which is 

one of the fastest developing areas of the Anatolian side, 
consists of a steel construction of 1.600 tones. The Cus-
tomer Technical Specification which was based on the 
EN 1090-2 standard/code and which was referred to in 
the specifications was used as the main production stan-
dard. The production of the steel part of the construction 
was initiated in December, 2010 and completed in 2011. 
The total construction area of the arena is 67.000 m², the 
main hall's inside height is 28 meters and has the capacity 
of 15.000 people.
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Haliç Metro Crossing Bridge of which production control
service was initiated in March, 2010, is constructed 
approximately 200 m south of the current Unkapanı Bridge.
The length of the bridge: 936 m. (its length over the sea is
460 m.) Mid- rail system is being constructed as a bridge of
which both sides are open to the pedestrian. “Curved 
cable-stayed” bridge system which is applied in bridges with

high-technology throughout the world was chosen. In this
system, there are two pylons (main carrier foot). The bridge
floors will be carried by hanging them from these cables.
The bridge (including the pylons) will extend four feet under
water The bidding was made on 6 October 2008 and
Astaldi SPA-Gülermak Ağır San. İnş. ve Taah. A.Ş. joint 
venture won the bid.

The project, of which the main production
code is AWS D1.5 Bridge Welding Code, 
continued during 2011 as well. The acceptance of
the steel construction of 4.100 tons, in which
there are bridge pipers and decks, during 2011
was made by Türk Loydu Surveyor. At the end
of 2011, the first delivery to the worksite was
made. This first delivery of 2.000 tons consists of
bridge pipers. In 2011, the piling operation of
23 piles were completed at the worksite and the
controls of the piles were performed by Türk
Loydu Surveyor.

The certification operation of the worksite
welders and pile cap welders in 6GR position
was completed at the end of 2011. Three Türk
Loydu Surveyors work within the scope of the
project, which still continues in three factories
and worksites. The steel construction and its 
installation is planned to be completed in 2013.

Haliç Metro Crossing Bridge
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Zorlu Center Project which was constructed
on an area of 22.000 square meters in
Zincirlikuyu Highway territory, has a
construction site of 615.885 square meters
and consists of 4 blocks of 18 and 22 floors.
The multi-purpose constructions within the
project are Shopping Centre, Trade Centre,
Residence (584 apartments in total), Hotel
and Cultural Centre. (concert hall of 2.300
people, and a theatre hall of 750 people).
There is 13.000 tons of steel construction in
total, and steel construction and installation
from three different subcontractors are per-
formed by Türk Loydu in accordance with
Steel Construction Technical Specifications
and EN 1090-2 standard.

In the meetings which were held with 
subcontractor steel manufacturers before 
production, the Inspection and Test Plan 
(ITP) was specified for the projects and who 
will do which control activity in the project, 
and according to which document, when, 
according to which standard and where 
will the control result be registered was 
recorded and was based on the controls.

The production of the steel construction in
the project is planned to be completed in
June, 2012.

Zorlu Center Project
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TPAO Offshore Natural Gas Platforms 
According to the comprehensive agreement of five-year 
periodic controls of Offshore platforms which was signed with
Turkish Petroleum Corporation (TPAO)in 2009, in accordance 
with the check list which was formed by Türk Loydu, the 
underwater controls (thickness measurement, anode potential 
measurement and subterranean control of steel construction 
resources) of Akkaya and Doğu Ayazlı platforms which are 
situated in Akçakoca natural gas area of 80 m bottom depth.

20 anodes of 250 kg each of Galvalum III type ay an amended
decision was given in TPAO Silivri Kuzey Marmara Natural 
Gas Platform were displaced. Within this scope, potential 
measurements for underwater cuts, underwater welder 
certification, underwater welding control of the anodes and 
operationcontrols of the anodes were performed under our 
survey.

For the periodic controls of sea platform with four fixed feet
named Akçakoca, of which production was completed in
Romania and which was fixed to the sea bottom in 2011, a
yearly agreement was made with TPAO, just as in the other
three platforms.
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National Archive Project

National Archive Centre which was built by TOKI
in an area of nine hectares situated at the rear of
Kağıthane Cendere Valley, in order to collect the
Ottoman Archives that are stored in four different
locations in one centre, consists of congress 
centre, social facilities, conference halls and 
exhibition halls in addition to the archive buildings.

The factory production controls and worksite installation
controls in accordance with EN 1090-2 standard of 1.500
tonnes  of  steel  construction, which will be used in the 
foyer area, fixation roofs and conference hall were 
completed in 2011.
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ETI Maden Kirka Bor Boiler
The conditioning survey which was 
demanded as a result of the damage 
occurred in the 1st collector of the steam boiler
of 160 tones/h in Eskisehir ETI Mining Operation 
Kirka Bor Exploitation Management
premises was carried out by Türk Loydu
inspectors and the modification procedure
was prepared. According to this procedure,
the control of the modification which was
performed under the inspection of our
inspectors and lasted for approximately 1.5
months was completed in 2011.

EVYAP Kirazlıyalı Port
Within the scope of the project which was
done in order to expand the EVYAPORT
port which is situated in Körfez Kirazyalı,
the production controls of 9.299 m piling
pipe, which was manufactured according 
to the Ø1219 x 18 mm sized ASTM A
252 standard and will be used for port
construction, were completed in 2011.
WPS approval and welder certification
operations for the welders of piling pipes
in the worksite part are completed. The
nondestructive inspections of gasket
welds were made under our survey and
the piling operation was completed. The
equipage and concrete works of the port
still continue and the field controls are still
in progress.
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An important jump occurred in fire protection system
activities in 2011 when compared to the past years, both
in the expansion within the accreditation and the recognition 
in the market. Türk Loydu took place in the biggest and 
most prestigious 2 projects of the history of the Republic.

The first one is the commissioning tests of the waterbased
fire-fighting systems in BOTAŞ, Dörtyol and Ceyhan
premises to the specifications, and the other one is the
project approvals and installation controls of automatic
gaseous extinguishing systems of National Archive Buildings
which is built in İstanbul Kağıthane by TOKİ.

Taking into consideration that the peers of fire extinguishing
water pumps of 7000 gpm that are used in fuel oil storing
premises of BOTAŞ are included in a few projects all over
the world, this puts the project in a privileged place in 
international references as well.

Taking into consideration that TOKİ National Archive
Buildings will be where the Republic and Ottoman archives
will be collected and extreme care is taken regarding the
security of the building estate and that it will host a strategic
and historical heritage, this project is regarded as one
of the most prestigious projects in this field in our country.
In the work of installing over 400 rooms within the building
estate with automatic gaseous extinguishing system Türk
Loydu made an exemplary work in this field both in project

approvals and installation controls.

The inspection works of Mercedes Benz Türk A.Ş. and Hilton
Hotels which were initiated during the previous years
are maintained in 2011 as well. Furthermore, the project
approvals and door-fan tests in the spaces of automatic
gaseous extinguishing systems that are established in Tunnel 
Operating Centres, operated by İstanbul Metropolitan
Municipality, were performed.

ANNUAL REPORT | 2011

Türk Loydu added two welder certification accreditation within the 
ISO 17024 standard Conformity assessment - General requirements 
for bodies operating certification of persons scope in 2011. These 
accreditations are below:

-ASME Section IX Welder certification
This accreditation is on certifying the welders who work in the 
production of boiler and pressure vessels according to American ASME 
Sec IX standard. The welders who are certified, work in the production 
of boilers which are manufactured in accordance with ASME Sec I 
and ASME Sec VIII Div.1 and Div.2. 

- ISO 9606 - 2 Welder certification
This accreditation is about certifying the aluminum welders who work 
in the production of all kinds of construction, pressure vessel and other 
productions which are made from aluminum material according to 
ISO 9606-2 standard.

With two accreditations that are added to the content, the number 
of welder certification accreditation within the scope of ISO 17024 
standard was raised to 10. So, approximately 99% of all welder 
certification activities which are done are performed as accredited 
from TURKAK.  

Fire Protection Systems
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Extension of the Scope of Welder Certification
Accreditation
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In addition to Türk Loydu current 2 rule books regarding the
certification of wind turbines, “Certification Principles of Open
Sea Wind Turbine” rule book was published in 2011.

By force of the “Type Certification” agreement of 500 KW
Wind Turbine which is signed with SOYUT WIND, a local Wind
Turbine producer, on 27 October 2009, the “Design Assessment”
activities continue and the produce controls are expected
to be initiated in 2012.

In the “Directive on Manufacturing Accessories that are
used in Premises where Electric Energy is Produced from
Renewable Energy Resources Domestically”, in the section
documenting domestic manufacturing, the certification
bodies were asked to have the appropriate accreditation
in accordance with TS EN 45011 “General Specifications
for Documentation Societies which make Product Certifications”.

After receiving the related training in TÜRKAK, necessary
preparations for the application were made and in August
2011, accreditation application was made. It is aimed to
make the necessary inspection during the first quarter of 2012
and gain authorization.

We participated in the “RENEX Renewable Energy Technologies
and Energy Efficiency Exhibition” which was held between 20 
and 23 October 2011, in İstanbul Expo Center.

Union of Chambers of Engineers and Architects - UCTEA-,
which was held on 23-24 December 2011, at the “İzmir Wind
Symposium and Exhibition” activity which was organized 
by Chamber of Mechanical Engineers, the “Wind Turbine 
Certification in Turkey” presentation was made in the Local 
Production of Wind Turbine Equipment session.
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Production and Periodic Inspections of Storage Tanks
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   According to API 650 standard, Türk Loydu renders the production control and certification services of cylindrical storage 
tanks which contain petrol, diesel oil etc fluids in the oil and chemical industry. While the services are rendered, Türk Loydu 
personnel takes charge in the stages below:

           Production Control of Storage Tanks according to API 650

- Control and approval of design (mechanical drawing and calculations) 
- Certification control of the welders
- Control of welding method approvals (WPS,PQR)
- Control of the materials and certificates used in production
- Controls in the factory during pre-production (twisting etc)
- Installation control in the field
- Visual inspection and measure controls
- Nondestructive examinations (Assessment of the radiographies and witnessing of other NDT tests)
-            Final inspection and tests
-            Certification preparation for the storage tank

            Periodic Control of Storage Tanks according to API 653

Türk Loydu conducts the inspections of the storage tanks such as periodic controls, renovations and changes in
accordance with API 653 standard. During these controls, Türk Loydu personnel takes charge in the stages below:

-           Control of the current state of the tanks, visual inspection and size controls
-           Design appropriateness control with the data obtained (wall thickness etc)
-           Determination of the places to be renewed if necessary
-           Controls during the modification, visual inspection of the welding, installation controls
-           Nondestructive examinations (Assessment of the radiographies and witnessing of other NDT tests)
-           Preparation of the inspection report



Türk Loydu renders service as a Notified Body in 
the directives below:

97/23/AT Pressure Equipment Directive

2009/105/AT (ex-87/404/AT) Simple Pressure
Vessels Directive

2009/142/AT (ex-90/396/AT) Gas Appliances
Directive

92/42/EEC New Hot Water Boilers Directive

Within the directives for which it gained
authorization as Notified Body, Türk Loydu
conducted the CE conformity assessment of 
the products which are produced by current 

producers across Turkey and certain parts of 
these products were exported with the CE 
marking.

As an example for the products of which CE 
conformity assessment was made by Türk Loydu
with the Notified Body identification number 
of 1785 are steam boilers, steam generators, 
hot oil boilers, hot water boilers, super heated 
water boilers, LPG tanks, LNG tanks, oxygen 
tanks, air tanks, compressor tanks, steam 
sterilizers, hyperbaric pressure rooms, valves, 
heat exchangers, autoclaves etc. Türk Loydu 
rendered conformity assessment services for 
CE certification of 589 pressure equipment of 
various capacity and types in 2011.

CE Conformity Assessment Activities

www.turkloydu.org

In the periodic control activities of lifting equipment 
in 2011, Türk Loydu increased the work volume 
considerably with new agreements. Nearly all large-
scale shipyards in Tuzla Shipyard territory in particular 
preferred to work with Türk Loydu. As a result of the 
controls that are applied in these fields, Türk Loydu 
has become an exemplary inspection body. By 
completing its substructure works under a range of titles 
such as determination of the remaining life time of the 
current cranes, the design analysis and operational 
compliance controls of the cranes which do not have 
any project or identification information and important 
steps have been taken in closing the gaps in this field.

Periodic Controls / Ford Otosan

An Exemplary Project in the Periodic Controls of Lifting
Equipment: Ford Otosan

The periodic controls of all lifting equipment in Ford Otosan 
A.Ş. Gölcük and Eskişehir factories, the works that Türk Loydu 
initiated in 2010 continued successfully during 2011 as well. As 
the controls are made once every 3 months in accordance with 
“Occupational Safety and Health Regulation” and the amount 
of equipment is around 1500, works are carried out only with 
Türk Loydu surveyors who are appointed for this project.

As the serial manufacturing is carried out in Ford Otosan
factories generally in 3 shifts, the lifting equipment are always 
in use. Thus, there are factors which may be overlooked with
classical control methods. Türk Loydu added NDT, design
analysis and risk based inspections in its periodic controls and 
using the international standards in many subjects where the 
“Occupational Safety and Health Regulation” incompetent, 
determined the defects and became a reference institution 
for all Ford factories in accomplishing preventive activities.

For the occupational safety experts and maintenance
engineers in Ford Otosan factories, a great advancement 
was achieved in the periodic controls of the lifting equipment 
in the period that started with Türk Loydu and occupational
accidents were prevented.
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Türk Loydu issues welder certificates as an accredited 
personnel certification body within the scope of ISO 17024 
Conformity assessment - General requirements for bodies 
operating certification of persons.

The scope of accreditation is as below.
-TS EN 287-1:2007 Certification of Steel Welders 
-TS EN 1418:2003 Certification of welding operators and 
resistance weld setters for fully mechanized and automatic 
welding of metallic materials, 
-API 1104:2005 Certification of Pipeline Welders, 
-TS EN 13067:2005 Certification of Plastics Welding Personnel,
-AWS D 1.1 Certification of Steel Construction Welders
-AWS D.1.5 Certification of Bridge Welders
-AWS D3.6  Certification of Underwater Welders
-EN15618-1  Certification of Underwater Welders
-ASME Section IX Welder Certification
-ISO 9606-2 Welder Certification

In terms of the demands, the individual certification of the 
welders are also performed.

Türk Loydu certified 2210 welders in total, in 2011. The 
distribution of the last three years is as in the graphic below.
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Boilers
(Steam boilers, hot water boilers, super heated water 
boilers, hot oil boilers etc.)

Türk Loydu renders the service of the project and 
calculation approval, material control, production control, 
final assessment and tests and certification of the boilers 
(Steam boiler, hot water boiler, super heated water boiler, 
hot oil boiler etc.) which are manufactured in accordance 
with various design standards (EN 12953 , TRD etc).

Product Certification Activities

Welder Certification
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Pressure Vessels 
(LPG, LNG, air, nitrogen, oxygen etc. tanks)

Türk Loydu renders the project and calculation approval, 
material control, production control, final assessment, 
testing and certification services of pressure vessels (LPG, 
LNG, air, nitrogen, oxygen etc tanks) that are manufactured 
in accordance with various design standards (AD 2000 
Code, EN 13445, ASME Sec.8 Div.1 etc.).

Storage Tanks
(Fuel oil and chemical material etc. storage tanks)

Türk Loydu renders the project and calculation approval, 
material control, production control, final assessment, 
testing and certification services of storage vessels that 
are manufactured in accordance with various design 
standards (API650 etc).

Lifting Machines 
(Portal crane, bridge crane etc.)

Türk Loydu renders the project and calculation approval, 
material control, project control, final assessment, testing 
and certification services of lifting equipment (crane etc) 
that are manufactured in accordance with various design 
standards (FEM etc). In 2011, Türk Loydu performed the 
production control and certification services of 105 boilers 
within the range of 10 and 550 square meters and 826 
pressure vessels within the range of 2 liters and 300 cubic 
meters.

The main products of which product control and certification were performed by Türk Loydu are as below;
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It is required that the LPG tanks’ hydrostatic pressure tests 
are made once every 10 years according to the TS 1446 
standard and the tests of safety valves once every five 
years according to TS 1449 standards.
During the hydrostatic pressure tests, the gas within the 
tanks is emptied, filled with water and hydrostatic pressure 
test is performed with water of pressure 1.5 times higher 
than the working pressure. During the test, calibrated 
manometers are used as a pressure indicator. Again, in the 
tests of the safety valves calibrated manometers are used 
and the tests of the opening and closing the valves in the 
appropriate values are performed.

As a result of the tests, hydrostatic pressure test report 
or safety valve test report are issued by Türk Loydu. Tests 
can also be performed on the tanks wherever it is built 
on site. In case maintenance is required in the tanks or 
there are underground tanks, the hydrostatic tests of the 
LPG tanks are performed in the workshop/factory where 
the maintenance is made. In 2011, the hydrostatic tests of 
nearly 1043 underground and above ground LPG tanks 
were performed and test reports were issued by Türk Loydu. 
These tanks range between 5000 cubic meters (spherical 
tanks) and 2 liters of range of volume.

LPG Tanks Hydrostatic Pressure Tests

Türk Loydu renders the certification services 
of other products and services alongside 
with boiler, pressure vessel, storage tanks and 
lifting machines. Some of these services are as 
below:

-Certification of the Materials
-Modification Controls
-ISO 3834-2 Quality Requirements for Welding 
Manufacturing
-AD HP0 Certification of Pressure Vessel Manu-
facturers
-AD W0 The Certification Manufacturers of the 
Material which is used in the Production of 
Pressure Vessels
-Certification of Manufacturing Qualification
-Approval of Welding Method 
-Certification of Other Products
-Type Approvals
-Project Approval Service
-Function Tests

Other Industrial Certification Activities

www.turkloydu.org
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In order to achieve the inspections within the scope of 
feed and food, hygiene and sanitation investigations as an 
accredited inspection body, Türk Loydu extended the 
scope by including the feed and food hygiene and 
sanitation controls in the scope of ISO 17020 standards 
in 2011. Within this scope, the hygiene and sanitation 
controls of the suppliers which affect the feed producers, 
material and supply producers which come into 
contact with food, catering producers, hotels, cafe and 
restaurants, food wholesalers and retailers, markets, water 
suppliers, food storage and transport institutions, food 
additive producers, water products producers and the 
food safety, product quality and customer satisfaction 
performances are performed with the authorization 
obtained from the Turkish Accreditation Agency (TÜRKAK).

The aim of the food hygiene and sanitation controls is 
to assess the conformity to the rules, regulations and 
standards that are specified in the feed and food industry. 
With this assessment, the location of the premises, working 
environment, machine equipment, water, ice and steam 
used in the premises, waste management, weed control, 
hygiene and sanitation, hygiene of the personnel and 
social areas, usage of glass and rigid plastic, packaging, 
storage and transportation conditions are investigated in 
accordance with the food regulations and standards. The 
controls are carried out by taking the sectoral specialization, 
by Food Engineers, Chemical Engineers, Veterinaries and 
Agricultural Engineers, all of whom are the experts in their 
fields.

The Food Hygiene and Sanitation controls are performed 
and reported with inspection check lists that are prepared in 
terms of the customer demands and the check lists that are 
obtained from the customer, alongside inspection check
lists that are formed by Türk Loydu.

Türk Loydu performs its Hygiene and Sanitation Controls 
based on the regulations and standards below:

5996 numbered veterinary services, plant health, feed and 
food code,

Turkish Food Codex Regulation and product/reference 
notifications, 
TS 13027 General Rules of Hygiene and Sanitation in Food 
Production Areas, 
CAC/RCP 1 General Principles for Food Hygiene 

PAS 220 Prerequisite Programs for Food Production in Food 
Safety, 

ISO/TS 22002-1:2009 Prerequisite Programs for Food Safety - 
Part 1: Certification of Food 

Management Systems Certification
Hygiene and Sanitation  

Controls of Feed and Food Industry 
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Türk Loydu maintains its food safety management system 
certification activities that it performs in accordance 
with HACCP specification since 2000, accredited in 
accordance with ISO 17021 standard from Turkish
Accreditation Agency - TÜRKAK in 2008 regarding 
certification of ISO 22000 Food Safety Management 
System.

ISO 22000 Food Safety Management  
System Certification

Türk Loydu, which adopted social responsibility and 
environmental consciousness, started the certification activities 
regarding ISO 50001:2011 Energy Management System Standart
in order to contribute to the establishment of a sustainable 
energy management and facilitate the conformity of 
the societies to the legal legislations by transferring this 
consciousness to its customers.

Energy Management is a disciplined work that is configured
and organized in terms of using the energy efficiently without
sacrificing product quality, security or all environmental 
conditions or reducing production. It aims to minimize the energy
amount that is consumed without preventing the economic
development and social prosperity and reducing the quality
and performance, by using energy wastes, increasing the 
energy effectiveness and preventing current energy losses.

Taking into consideration that the total energy costs have 
exceeded the total production of 50% and the enforcement of
the Law of Energy Efficiency regarding using the energy 
effectively, prevention of its improvidence, relieving the burden of
the energy costs on the economy and increasing the efficiency
of the energy resources and energy usage in the protection
of the environment; practicing economy of energy and 
forming an energy management system are inevitable.  

ISO 50001:2011 Energy Management System standard 
establishes rules on the requirements of sustainable 
improvement of more efficient and more sustainable energy 
consumption, no matter the energy type.

Determination of the requirements of energy efficiency, 
establishing the policies and targets, determining the processes,
determining the energy manager and other resources, specifying 
the measurement and observation plans, preparation of
the procedures, performing the applications by ensuring the
communication, performing the external inspection, reviewing
and sustainable improvement are the application steps of the
system.

ISO 50001 Energy Management System 
Certification

www.turkloydu.org
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That a customer notifies his/her pleasure or displeasure to 
the people near him/her is one of the most efficient methods 
in the process of buying.

If this subject could be managed well by the companies, it 
is also the most effective way of marketing. As the customer 
receives the information directly by word of mouth from his/
her friends and colleagues, the rate of being persuasive 
and directive is very high.

The standard that is developed for institutions which 
want to make a difference, care about their customers 
views and opinions and use these views for sustainable 
development as much as possible was published by ISO, 
under the name of “ISO 10002: 2004 Quality Management- 
Customer Satisfaction-Guidelines for Handling Complaints 
in Organizations”.

ISO 10002 Customer Satisfaction 
Management System Certification

Within the scope of “Directive on Methods and Principles 
regarding Giving Operating Permission to Shipyard, Vessel 
Production and Boat Yards” that was published on 10 
August 2008 and revised on 13 February 2009 and 11 
December 2010, the shipyards had obligations imposed 
on them for obtaining their documents in TS EN ISO 9001 
quality, TS EN ISO 14001 environment and OHSAS 18001 
occupational health and safety standards within a maximum 
of three years after they obtain their operating permission.
With its accumulation on ship construction, accreditation 
and expert staff in this scope, Türk Loydu continue to render 
certification services to shipyards and ship supply industry 
organizations within the scope of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
OHSAS 18001 management systems.

Management System Certification in Shipyards
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According to ISO 10002 standard, customer complaints should be regarded as development opportunities, and ISO 10002 
Customer Satisfaction Management System Certification should not be overlooked as a very important means with which to 
raise the number of loyal customers and the loyalty of the customer.

At the same time, being certified in this respect is an important plus in terms of image and marketing. Considering the fact 
that institutions could have a say in the international market by increasing their competitive power by establishing a complaint 
system that is appropriate for them and applying this, Türk Loydu maintained its ISO 10002 Customer Satisfaction Management 
System Certification works during 2011 that it initiated in 2009.



Management System Certification (2011)
In 2011, 71 certificates were issued within the scope of the management system standards. Furthermore, periodic 
(surviallence) audits were performed in firms having certificates.

The distribution of the system certificates which were issued in 2011, to the related standards and sectors are as below.

www.turkloydu.org
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2011 Türk Loydu Scholarships

Türk Loydu maintained the non-refundable grant and edu-
cational support of graduate and undergraduate students
who study at higher education institutions in its fields of
activity in 2011 as well. Giving non-refundable grant and
educational support is regarded as part of their social
responsibilities. Non-refundable grants are given as monthly 
grants from the beginning of each academic year
(October) until the end (June), during 9 months. A total
of 103 graduate and post-graduate students who were
determined to be receive non-refundable grant at the
beginning of 2010/2011 Academic Year, were provided
with grants during the initial six months of 2011.

The number of bachelor’s degree, students master’s degree 
students and PhD  students to be granted non-refundable 
scholarship was determined by the decision of the Board of 
Foundation at the beginning of the 2011/2012 Academic 
Year as 95, 4 and 2 respectively. By our foundation, in the 
2011/2012 Academic Year, a total of 100 non-refundable 
scholarship quotas of 95 bachelor’s degree, 3 master’s 
degree and 2 PhD scholarships were used.

In addition to the non-refundable grants above, financial
support was given to the T.R. Ministry of Transportation 
Maritime Affairs and Communications Personnel (3 people) 
for         their           master’s      degree training   at     IMO     World    Maritime    
University.

www.turkloydu.org

R & D Supports

Türk Loydu Foundation also provides also special R & D 
support for people who will research at the postgraduate 
and academic level in the fields in which they have an 
interest and where there is a need.

R & D supports provided in 2011:

The financial support offered to the project titled “2D and
3D Examination of a Ship Tank Stirring Problem with the Inter-
polated Particle Hydrodynamic Method ” was maintained.
Türk Loydu was the project partner to the project and it was
carried out within the scope of Industrial Theses (SANTEZ)
project supported by Ministry of Industry and Trade (current
name: Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology) 
managed  by Prof. Dr. Ömer Gören, which was initiated
in 2010. Our aim is for the project to be finished in 1 December 
2012. In the process of the project, 2 Development Reports 
and 1Realization Report were presented.

Domestic Conference and Meeting Supports:

Financial contribution was provided for the Conference
and Fair activity named “Global R&D Forum and Exhibition
on Ballast Water Management” conducted by the 
cooperation of Turkish Republic Ministry of Transportation, 
Maritime Affairs and Communications, TUBITAK and IMO.

Financial support was provided for the activities of “3rd
Week of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering” 
organized in December 2011 by Union of Chambers of 
Turkish Engineers and Architects (UCTEA), Chamber of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers and “The Chamber Night”
organized after the week.

Contribution was provided for the “1st International 
Symposium on Naval Architecture and Maritime” organized 
on 24-25 October 2011 by Yıldız Technical University Naval 
Architecture and Maritime Faculty.

 

Sharing of Türk Loydu Historical Process with Public Opinion
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“Türk Loydu Logbook” including the history of Türk Loydu
published by Asst. Prof. Dr.  Murat Koraltürk was published 
and presented for the information of the industry and public 
opinion.
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Contribution was provided for the publishing of the book named “Occupational 
Accidents in Shipbuilding Industry and Measures To Take To Minimize Them”
by İstanbul Technical University (ITU) Faculty of Naval Architecture and Ocean
Engineering lecturer Asst. Prof. Dr. Barış Barlas.

Financial support was provided for the equipment of Turkish Republic Prime
Ministry Undersecretariat of Maritime Affairs Çanakkale Regional Directorate 
Computerized Examination Centre.
Contribution was provided for Yıldız Technical University Maritime Club 
participating in the 32th International Waterbike Regatta 2011 organized in 
Hamburg in May 2011.

In order to contribute to the furnishing of the ITU Maritime Faculty Student 
Dormitory, a donation was made to the ITU Maritime Faculty Alumni Social 
Assistance Foundation.

A contribution was provided for the furnishing of “Sea House” established within
the body of the Turkish Republic Prime Ministry Undersecreteriat of Maritime 
Affairs İzmir Regional Directorate Aliaga Port Authority.”
Various awards were given to the students who graduated with the first three
highest degrees from the following departments: Faculty of Naval Architecture
and Ocean Engineering, ITU; Maritime Faculty, ITU; Faculty of Chemical and 
Metallurgical Engineering, ITU; Faculty of Naval Architecture and Maritime, 
Department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, YTU; Sürmene 
Faculty of Marine Sciences, Department of Naval Architecture and Marine 
Engineering, KTU.

With in the scope of providing publication for the “Certificated Education
System” application financial support was offered to the Turkish Republic
Ministry of Transportation, Maritime Affairs and Communications.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•

•

• 

Contribution was provided for the İstanbul Technical University Sailing Club
(they ranked third in the international category) participating in the European
Universities Sailing Race(43e Course Croisière Edhec.) conducted in 9-16 April
2011 in Lorient City in France

Camialtı Towing Boat which has
special importance for Türk Loydu
since it has served many years in the
Camialtı Shipyard and İstanbul Port
and which was first classified ship of
Türk Loydu (1962) was bought from
İstanbul Metropolitan Municipality,
its necessary repair and maintenance 
works were done and it was
exhibited in open air in the Türk Loydu 
facility in a ceremony organized
on the same day with the General
Assembly on 29.04.2011.
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Participation in the International 
Meetings

In order to support the industry of operation participation 
in the international meetings was supported.
Further, industry briefing was made in the summary 
reports published.

89th session Meeting of IMO Maritime Safety 
Committee (MSC) organized by International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) (Participation from Türk Loydu)

62nd session Meeting of IMO Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) organized by 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
(Participation from Türk Loydu)

55th session Meeting of Sub-Committee on Ship Design
and Equipment (DE) organized by International
Maritime Organization (Participation from Türk Loydu)

• 

• 

• 

55th session Meeting of Sub-Committee on Fire Protection (FP)
organized by the International Maritime Organization 
(Participation from Türk Loydu)

19th session Meeting of Sub-Committee on Flag State 
Implementation (FSI) organized by the International Maritime 
Organization (Participation from Türk Loydu)

Support has been given for the participation of the ITU Faculty
of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering academic
member Prof. Dr. Metin TAYLAN and YTU Faculty of Naval 
Architecture and Maritime academic member Prof. Dr. Hüseyin
YILMAZ to the 53rd session Meeting of Sub-Committee on 
Stability and Load Lines and on Fishing Vessels’ Safety (SLF) in 
London on 10-14 January 2011.

The participation of Prof.Dr.Ahmet Ergin, academic member
at ITU Faculty of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering
in the meeting organized in Sao Paulo University Department
of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering was supported.

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Training Activities
Our trainings which we organized in order to meet the training needs
within the scope of developing technical and legal arrangements
of the industrial sectors in which we provide services (Maritime,
Ship and Yacht Building, Energy, Manufacturing, Food, Transportation, 
Defense Industry etc.), continued in 2011 as well. Our trainings
can be discussed in three different sections as publicly available
trainings and, trainings organized according to the demands of
companies and institutions, trainings organized according to the
demands of governmental agencies (Turkish Republic, Ministry of
Transportation, Maritime Affairs and Communications, General
Directorate of Coastal Safety, Police Department, etc.).

The numbers regarding the trainings organized in 2011 as publicly
available trainings and trainings organized according to the 
requirements of the corporations/firms are given below. The variety 
of the trainings is enhanced, and compared to 2010 the amount 
of organized training has increased by 40% and the number of the 
participants has increased by %22.

Total number of Training Sessions that have been organized 70
Total Number of Participants to the Trainings: 933

Total amount of training organized in 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 and
the total number of participants are given in the illustration below.

Türk Loydu; combining its practical experience in its
fields of operation with the trainers who are expert
in the subjects in which they provide training, using
the substructure it has consisting of 7 Training Halls
and one Conference Hall, one of which is computer-
equipped, taking the training requirement of the
related sectors into consideration, pays attention
to maintaining its training activities in a more common 
and effective way. In the forthcoming process,
training activities are aimed to be maintained 
under the roof of the Türk Loydu Academy. In this 
context, preparatory works were initiated.

Recently Organized Trainings

It was also our aim to increase the variety of
trainings offered with new training needed by the
industries of operation within the framework of the
new developments and in this context new training
was programmed and conducted in 2011.

Organization of Training Seminars within the scope 
of IMDG Code 

In the 84th meeting of International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) Marine Safety Committee (MSC) 
dated 7-16 May 2008, some provisions of IMDG Code 
were obliged to be executed as of 01.01.2010 with 
the Amendment: 34-08 accepted for IMDG Code. 
One of the most important points of obligation is 
the training condition included in Section 1.3 of 
IMDG Code for the coast personnel, mainly the 
coast personnel handling the dangerous goods 
within the scope of IMDG Code and the personnel 
of other institutions/organizations charged with 
the transportation chain of these loads. In Turkey, 
training was were subject to an arrangement within 
the scope of “Training and Authorization Directive 
within the scope of The International Maritime 
Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code” published in the 
Official Gazette dated 4 February 2011, numbered 
27836 by the Ministry of Transportation and Turkish 
Republic Prime Ministry The Undersecretariat of 
Maritime Affairs (Administration) and an obligation 
to complete the by until 4 February 2012 was 
imposed.

‘‘Training of Trainers within the Scope of IMDG Code” 
that had been decided on by the administration 
according to the published directive was carried 
out on 11-15 May 2011 within the knowledge of 
administration by Türk Loydu in the Kervansaray 
Hotel in Taksim, İstanbul.
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The participants of this training consisted
of the staff conforming to the 
directive conditions of the institutions 
and organizations requesting to be 
an organization authorized by the 
administration, relevant staff within the 
body of administration and individual 
participants.
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After these trainings, necessary preparations
were made and a contract was made on
11.08.2011 on the delegation of authority 
regarding the authorization to conduct training
seminars within the scope of IMDG Code with
Administration after the application made
to the Turkish Republic Ministry of Transportation 
Maritime Affairs and Communications as
the authorized institution to organize Training
Seminars within the scope of IMDG Code
pursuant to the relevant directive. In this
process, efforts to form training notes for the
training seminars were maintained in parallel.
The first IMDG Code Training Seminar (General 
Awareness) open to general participation
was conducted on 17 September 2011.
Subsequently, it was maintained intensively
within the body of companies and in Türk
Loydu open to general participation. The
training mentioned is expected to continue
intensively, even after 4 February 2012, which
was indicated in the directive as the date
on which to complete trainings.
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3 different training sessions were defined within the scope of the 
directive:

1. General Awareness Training
This training seminar was planned to provide the identification of
the legal requirements and general harm of dangerous goods on
the issues of classification, packing, marking, labelling, placarding,
loading into the carriage unit and ship, discharge from carriage
unit and ship, requesting load offer, preparing and accepting load
offer, handling, stowage the goods and preparing its discharge
plans, carrying and storing the goods, preparing the relevant 
shipment documents, control and inspection.

2. Mission Related Training
This training seminar was planned to provide detailed training
about the task performed by people and safe handling of 
dangerous goods.

3. Refreshing Training 
It is the training for refreshing information those who participate
training sessions above will participate in once every two years.
The trainings that we organize as Türk Loydu are in four different
groups.
IMDG Code General Awareness Training Seminar (one day long)
IMDG Code Function-specific Training Seminar (three days long)
IMDG Code Function-specific Training Seminar for Drivers (one day
long)

Other new trainings conducted in 2011

Training on Danger Identification and Risk Assessment within the 
Scope of Occupational Health and Safety 
Accident Event Analysis Training within the Scope of Occupational
Health and Safety
MARPOL Training Specific to the Port and Marine Terminals
International Conventions/Codes/Standards Awareness Training
within the Scope of Marine Terminals
Making Sling from Steel Rope - Theoretical and Practical Information 
Training.

Ongoing Trainings
 
Intended for Management Systems;

Information/fundamental and internal auditor trainings given
based on the “ISO 9001 Quality MS (Management System)”, “ISO
14001 Environment MS”, “OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and
Safety MS”, “ISO 22000 Food Safety MS”, “ISO 10002 Customer
Satisfaction - Guidelines for Complaints Handling in Organizations 
MS” and Integrated MS trainings formed from certain combinations 
of these standards.

Trainings on “Process Managements and Improvement” and
“Refreshing and Experience Sharing for Internal Auditors”
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Intended for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Life

Standard trainings on ISO 14064 series of Greenhouse Gas
Emission and Removals.

ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems Training

Green Buildings and Facilities Information Training

ISO 14025 Environmental Labels and Declarations Training

Trainings on "Environmental Legislation"

Intended for Occupational Health and Safety;

Trainings on “Occupational Health and Safety Legislation”
and “Occupational Health and Safety Awareness”

Trainings on Occupational Health and Safety in Industrial 
Facilities

Intended for Welding Technology and Applications:

Theoretical and applicable refresher trainings organized
depending on the demands of the Corporations regarding
various connecting/welding technologies (Plastic Welding,
Electrical Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, TIG Welding,
Hard and Soft soldering, etc.) were the related standards are
also considered.

TS EN ISO 14731 Welding Coordination Tasks and 
Responsibilities Information Training

ISO 3834 series Standard Trainings of Quality Requirements
for Fusion Welding of Metallic Materials

Intended for Maritime and Shipbuilding, Maintenance and
Repair Industry:

Trainings of “Practice”, “Auditor” and “Risk Analysis/
Risk Assessment/Risk Management” within the scope of 
International Safety Management System (ISM Code): In 
particular, ISM Code Auditor Training is included in the 
DPA assignment criteria and is a three-day long training 
conducted by Türk Loydu as of the beginning of 2009. 

Training on “MARPOL International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships”: The training designed
to be directed to Ship Operators has also been developed 
recently specific to the marine terminals.

MLC, 2006 (ILO Maritime Labour Convention, 2006) trainings: 
This training was included among publicly available
trainings as from the beginning of 2011. Training sessions
were conducted for the staff of companies including
also the staff of Turkish Republic Ministry of Transportation, 
Maritime Affairs and Communications. It is estimated
that this training will attract more attention in the
forthcoming process.

Within the framework of the course programme 
organized by Piri Reis Maritime Anatolian Vocational High
School between 31 January and 4 February 2011, a 
oneday course was carried out by Türk Loydu on 2 February
2011 regarding the issues of “Building and Classification
of Steel Ships” and “Building and Classification of Wooden 
Boats and Yachts” in which many nationwide branch
teachers    of     Maritime Vocational     High      Schools          
participated.

The training on “Directive on the Building and Classification 
of Yachts and Wooden Boats and Recreational Crafts” 
was conducted in Türk Loydu on 22-23 December 2011 
with the participation of the staff of Turkish Republic
Ministry of Transportation, Maritime Affairs and 
Communications, General Directorate of Shipyard and 
Coastal Structures.

International training activities were included in the 
Marine Industry Department activities.
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Considering the requirements of the sectors in which we
are operating, our training halls are brought into use for
training, courses and similar activities of various 
organizations, institutions and companies.

The conference hall was allocated for the general
member meeting within the scope of the agenda on
“Energy Management in Buildings” organized by UCTEA
Chamber of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers on
12 March 2011.

The conference hall was allocated for the meeting
(09.04.2011) within the scope of chamber activities 
organized for the chamber members of UCTEA Chamber
of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

The conference hall was allocated for the Seminar  in 
which Prof.Dr.Ing. Volker Bertram made a presentation
on “ Industrial Applications of the Wave Resistance 
Problem - The Past and Future”(26.04.2011) organized 
in the memory of Prof. Dr. Ali İhsan Aldoğan, the former 
Dean of ITU Faculty of Naval Architecture and Ocean 
Engineering, by UCTEA Naval Architects and Marine 
Engineers.

A computer-equipped training hall was allocated for
“MAXSURF Software Training” conducted by UCTEA
Chamber of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers in
approximately four weeks in June and July 2011.

The conference hall was allocated for “Karabük Iron and 
Steel Factory Seminar” organized by UCTEA Chamber of 
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers on 22 October 
2011 in which issues such as “Overview and Evaluation 
of the Iron and Steel Industry in the World and Turkey” 
and “Karabük Iron and Steel Factory A.Ş. (KARDEMİR) 
and “Materials that It can Manufacture for the Maritime 
Industry” was handled and in which Fadıl Demirel, the 
General Manager of KARDEMİR and İbrahim Tozlu, the 
Manager of KARDEMİR Rail Profile Rolling Mill made a 
presentation.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Utilization of Türk Loydu Training/Seminar
Halls within the Scope of External Demands

A training hall was allocated for the “Degasification
Course” organized with the cooperation of the UCTEA
Chamber of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers,
the Turkish Republic Ministry of Transportation, Maritime
Affairs and Communications and the Ministry of National
Education Pendik Anatolian Maritime Vocational High
School on 12-17 December 2011.

Training halls are allocated with a utility charge for 
“Professional Development and Orientation Courses” 
organized for shipyard workers by Turkish Association of 
Ship Industrialists (GESAD) since May 2009, as part of the 
prerequisite thet workers who are employed in heavy and 
dangerous jobs in the shipbuilding, maintenance and repair 
sectors must have an Occupational Training Certificate 
required by the Ministry of Labor and Social Security. Courses 
are mostly given on subjects such as “ship welding works”, 
“ship assembly works” and “ship painting and scraping 
works”. Training halls or the Conference Hall were allocated 
for “Professional Development and Orientation Courses” 
organized by Turkish Association of Ship Industrialists, in 
January, February, March, April, June and December 2011.

The conference hall was allocated for the information
meeting on “Yalova Ship Specialization Organized Industrial
Region” organized by Turkish Association of Ship Industrialists
for its members on 18 October 2011.

• 

• 

• 
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